.
2011 KEURING REPORTS

Apple Lane Farm – Lancaster, MA
Hosts: Dayna and Mike Gant.
Jury: Toine Hoefs-Netherlands, Lana Sneddon, Indiana.
.
These remarks are for a snapshot
in the lifetime of these horses. We
encourage owners and breeders
to attend keurings whenever
possible for further evaluation of
their horses, their breeding goals
and breeding directions.

The 2011 keuring tour began at Apple Lane Farm in Lancaster, MA, and was
hosted by Dayna and Mike Gant. The keuring started with a light sprinkle but the
rain did not put a damper this very well-organized keuring with good footing.
The first class was the Jumping IBOP/ISF Cup. They saved the best for last! The
Judgement son, Chivas out of the elite sport/J mare Alexis Titty was bred, owned
and presented by Dayna Gant of Apple Lane Farm. Chivas has a good Attitude
towards his work, is well balanced with a powerful ground-covering canter.
Chivas passed his IBOP and was the winner of the ISF Cup with a score of 76.5
The top dressage foal was the colt, Gigiloma MG by Uphill out of the elite sport/d
mare Uloma by Farrington, bred and owned by Kathleen Hickerson of Majestic
Gaits. Gigiloma MG is a rectangular well-developed colt with beautiful neck and a
lot of expression. He has a good front leg technique but he could have a little bit
more power.

Chivas

In the Stb/star class for jumper mares, we were impressed with the Judgement
filly Dena SCF out of the TB mare Karen J, bred by Dr. Carlos & Karin Jimenez of
Sporting Chance Farm and owned by Jay Howlett of True North Farm. When
Dena SCF stood for the jury we had some remarks but Dena SCF proved to the
jury that her conformation was very functional and was given a 80 for free
jumping, earning the star predicate.
The friendly atmosphere made the first keuring of the season a great start and
set the bar for those to follow.
List of first premiums:

Gigiloma MG

Dressage foals
Gigiloma MG (Uphill x Farrington)
Galileo MG (Schroeder x Goodtimes)
Jumper foals
Ghiradelli (Judgement-ISF x Alexis Z)
Dressage Yearlings
Fortissimo (Rousseau x Krack C)
Stb/Star Mares
Dena SCF (Judgement-ISF x A.P Jet)

Dena SCF

Jumping IBOP
Chivas (Judgement x Alexis Z)

